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Spin accumulation and spin current profiles are calculated for a disordered Pt film subjected
to an in-plane electric current within the nonequilibrium Green function approach. In the bulklike
region of the sample, this approach captures the intrinsic spin Hall effect found in other calculations.
Near the surfaces, the results reveal qualitative differences with the results of the widely used spin-
diffusion model, even when the boundary conditions are modified to try to account for them. One
difference is that the effective spin-diffusion length for transverse spin transport is significantly
different from its longitudinal counterpart and is instead similar to the mean-free path. This feature
may be generic for spin currents generated via the intrinsic spin-Hall mechanism because of the
differences in transport mechanisms compared to longitudinal spin transport. Orbital accumulation
in the Pt film is only significant in the immediate vicinity of the surfaces and has a small component
penetrating into the bulk only in the presence of spin-orbit coupling, as a secondary effect induced
by the spin accumulation.

I. INTRODUCTION

In non-magnetic materials, the spin Hall effect [1]
describes the spin current flowing perpendicular to
an applied electric field. Originally predicted in 1971
[2], this effect attracted a lot of interest around the
beginning of this century because of three develop-
ments. It was indirectly observed in semiconduc-
tors through the resulting spin accumulation at the
edges of the sample [3]. The theoretical community
described a new “intrinsic” contribution that was in-
dependent of the scattering mechanisms and could
be calculated just from the properties of the bulk
electronic structure [4] building on related develop-
ments in the anomalous Hall effect in ferromagnets
[5]. The final development was the proposal that
the spin Hall effect plays a crucial role in spin-orbit
torques [6]. Spin-orbit torques are a feature of bilay-
ers of a ferromagnet and a nonmagnetic layer, typi-
cally a heavy metal with strong spin-orbit coupling.
An electric field in the plane of the sample gives rise
to a spin Hall current perpendicular to the sample
plane toward the interface. That spin current then
exerts a torque on the magnetization of the ferro-
magnet. The possibility of applications of spin-orbit
torques [7] continues to drive both experimental and
theoretical research.
The intrinsic contribution to the spin Hall effect

describes the transverse spin current for cases of
moderate disorder scattering. Detailed transport
calculations show that in the clean limit, the spin
Hall conductivity increases above the intrinsic value

due to increasing transport time between scattering
events [1] so it is instead described by extrinsic scat-
tering, like skew scattering. This counterintuitive
situation makes the intrinsic spin Hall conductivity
interesting in that it is a property of the band struc-
ture of the disorder-free material but manifests itself
only when the disorder scattering is strong enough
that other conduction mechanisms do not dominate.

Relating measured spin-orbit torques [8] to the
spin Hall effect requires a model for spin transport.
In most cases, the analysis uses a drift-diffusion ap-
proach as done initially in Ref. [6] and described
in Sec II. Issues associated with this approach in-
clude the following. Does such an approach include
the appropriate length scales? Since the discov-
ery of giant magnetoresistance, it has been known
[9] that the mean-free path can be the dominant
length scale for in-plane spin transport. This length
scale is not captured in a drift-diffusion approach,
where the spin-diffusion length is the only length
scale. Can an intrinsic spin Hall current be sim-
ply added as a source term, or do corrections need
to be included? Does the neglect of the details of
the electronic structure matter? The Fermi surface
can be complicated, and attendant quantities such
as the velocity and Berry curvature can vary widely
at different points on the surface. Finally, what are
the appropriate boundary conditions? Typically, re-
searchers assume that the boundary conditions for
the spin transport are described by the spin-mixing
conductance from magnetoelectronic circuit theory
[10]. Some additional contributions to the bound-
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ary conditions have been recognized by model cal-
culations using the Boltzmann equation [11] and the
subsequent analysis that led to the introduction of
additional terms [12, 13]. One of these additional
terms was incorporated in the semiclassical analysis
of a first-principles calculation closely related to the
present one [14]. However, the justification for de-
scribing the intrinsic spin-Hall current near the sur-
face using such additional boundary terms is lack-
ing. As we discuss below, the assumptions of the
spin diffusion model may be too limited to allow for
boundary conditions to fully describe the details of
spin transport at the interface without introducing
additional degrees of freedom.

First-principles calculations of spin-orbit torques
in transition-metal bilayers [15–21] do not make the
assumptions used in drift-diffusion approaches, but
such calculations are generally difficult to use to an-
alyze experiments. They are computationally quite
intensive, making it difficult to perform systematic
studies. The calculations require as input a spe-
cific model for the structure of the samples, but
disorder is difficult to include. In most experimen-
tal measurements of spin-orbit torques, the disorder
is strong enough that the measured resistivities are
much larger than those typically measured in bulk
samples of the same materials. Detailed measure-
ments of this disorder are lacking. It is also pro-
hibitive to include the materials typically capping
both sides of the bilayer structures.

In this paper, we build on an earlier calculation
[14] to address the uncertainty in spin transport in
heavy-metal layers. To focus on the spin transport
due to the spin Hall effect, we leave out the ferro-
magnetic layer and consider an isolated slab of Pt
with two vacuum surfaces. The calculation uses the
non-equilibrium Green function (NEGF) formalism
[22, 23] with onsite Anderson disorder implemented
within the linear muffin-tin orbital (LMTO) method
in the Questaal code [17, 24, 25]. While this ap-
proach is distinct from the wavefunction-based scat-
tering formalism used by Nair et al. [14], it is fun-
damentally equivalent and should capture the same
physics. At present, only approaches like these,
with Landauer-style embedding and explicit averag-
ing over disorder, are feasible for calculating diffu-
sive quantum transport in systems with surfaces or
interfaces. We treat the case with strong enough
disorder that the intrinsic mechanism is expected to
dominate over extrinsic mechanisms.

Our main results can be summarized as follows.
The NEGF approach captures the intrinsic spin Hall
effect in the bulklike region of the sample. This con-
clusion is based on the agreement between the cal-
culated magnitude of the spin current and the cal-
culations of the bulk intrinsic contribution in the lit-

erature [26–28] and the insensitivity of the spin-Hall
conductivity to the strength of the disorder. Simi-
lar to spin-orbit torques in a Co/Pt bilayer [17], the
spin-Hall current in Pt is dominated by the Fermi
surface contribution with only a minor contribution
from the Fermi sea. Near the surfaces, our cal-
culations are inconsistent with semiclassical models
of transport. First, the exponential decay lengths
for deviations from bulk behavior near the surfaces
(transverse spin-diffusion lengths) are much shorter
than the longitudinal spin-diffusion length and are
close to the mean free path. The behavior of the
bulk intrinsic spin current near a surface requires a
modification of the boundary conditions. The sur-
face absorbs part of the intrinsic spin current directly
into the lattice, while also generating extrinsic spin
current and accumulation. The spin-accumulation-
free absorption needs to be included in the boundary
condition. Finally, even with the updated boundary
conditions, the decay of the surface spin accumula-
tion and of the excess spin current near the surface
are not consistent with the assumptions of the semi-
classical model.

Section II presents the standard drift-diffusion
model used to analyze spin-orbit torque measure-
ments. We extend the boundary conditions used in
the model in a way that is essential to analyze the
calculations presented below. Section III describes
the computational details, including the implicit cal-
culation of the spin current from the spin continu-
ity equation by spatially integrating its divergence.
Section IV gives the results of the calculations of the
transverse transport. First, Sec. IVA gives the spin
accumulation, which can be computed directly, and
then Sec. IVB gives the spin current. The results
of both sections are fit to the drift-diffusion calcula-
tion described in Sec. II. The comparison of the fits
shows that the drift-diffusion model is not consis-
tent with the numerical results. Sec. IVC discusses
the calculations and results in the context of other
related calculations and the implications of the re-
sults for the interpretation of experiments. Sec. V
describes the calculated orbital accumulations and
what we can conclude from it. Finally, we summa-
rize the paper in Sec. VI.

II. SPIN DIFFUSION MODEL

We consider a nonmagnetic film of thickness d fill-
ing the space at −d/2 < z < d/2 with a homoge-
neous charge current density j = σE flowing along
the x axis. The spin current flows in the z direction
and is polarized along the y axis. Its density is

js = jSH + jBF =
h̄

2e

(
σSHE − σs

∂µy

∂z

)
(1)
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where the first term is the bulk spin-Hall current and
the second is the “spin backflow” associated with
spin diffusion. Here σs = σ/2 is the conductivity
per spin, and µy is the y-component of the spin ac-
cumulation [29].
The steady-state spin continuity equation is

djs/dz = − h̄

2

ns

τsf
(2)

where h̄ns/2 is the spin density (polarized along y)
per unit volume, and τsf the spin relaxation time.
Substituting (1) into (2), assuming σSH is homoge-
neous, and using the relation Nseµy = ns (where Ns

is the density of states per spin per unit volume), we
find

d2µy

dz2
=

µy

l2sf
(3)

where lsf = (Dτsf)
1/2 is the spin-diffusion length and

D = σs/(Nse
2). In the following we will use the

notation ȷ̄s = 2ejs/h̄.
For the discussion below, it is useful to call at-

tention to two major assumptions of this approach,
at least one of which must fail in the first-principles
results we present below. The second term in paren-
theses in Eq. 1 assumes that the details of the
nonequilibrium distribution function do not matter,
or, in other words, that all electrons contribute simi-
larly to the conductivity. For d-band metals, proper-
ties like the velocity, Berry curvature, and scattering
rates vary widely over the Fermi surface. The right-
hand side of Eq. 2 assumes that the relaxation of
spin to orbital moments and then to the lattice pro-
ceeds only through the spin expectation value ⟨ns⟩
and not through processes that depend on quantities
like ⟨s× l⟩, where l is the orbital angular momentum
operator.
The boundary condition at the surface of the Pt

film needs to account for surface spin relaxation as
well as the possible generation or absorption of spin
current. The proper boundary condition within the
spin diffusion model cannot be derived without ex-
plicit knowledge of scattering at the interface; and
as we show later, the NEGF theory indicates that
the semiclassical transport equations are violated.
In any case, it is unclear whether the spin diffusion
model can describe the intrinsic spin current in the
first place. We try the phenomenological boundary
condition

ȷ̄s|z=d/2 = Gslµ|z=d/2 + σSSHE (4)

where Gsl is the surface spin-loss conductance and
σSSH the “surface spin-Hall conductivity” which
gives the spin current injected into the bulk from the
surface. The first term in the boundary condition is

similar to the spin memory loss term that has been
added [30] to the original interface conductance ma-
trix in magnetoelectronic circuit theory [10]. Here,
it describes the difference between the incoming and
outgoing spin current that arises from the relaxation
of the spin accumulation at the surface. The sec-
ond term describes the spin current generated or
absorbed at the interface due to the electric field,
similarly to the generation of a spin Hall current in
the bulk. If σSSH has the same sign as σSH, it means
that part of the bulk spin-Hall current is absorbed
by the surface rather than being compensated by
diffusive backflow from the spin accumulation.

The solution of the spin diffusion equation (3)
with the boundary condition (4) is

µy(z)

E
=

2(θSH − θSSH)lsf sinh z/lsf
cosh d/(2lsf) + gsl sinh d/(2lsf)

(5)

where θSH = σSH/σ and θSSH = σSSH/σ are the bulk
and surface spin-Hall angles, and gsl = 2Gsllsfρ is
the dimensionless spin-loss parameter. We rewrite
(5) as

µy(z)

E
= 2lsfθeff

sinh z/lsf
cosh d/(2lsf)

(6)

where

θeff =
(θSH − θSSH)

1 + gsl tanh d/(2lsf)
(7)

can be called the effective spin-Hall angle for spin
accumulation. θeff is equal to θSH if the surface does
not absorb or emit any spin current, i.e., if the right-
hand side in Eq. (4) vanishes. The spin current is

ȷ̄s(z)

j
= θSH − θeff

cosh z/lsf
cosh d/(2lsf)

. (8)

Note that in the case θSSH = θSH (regardless of gsl)
the effective spin-Hall angle vanishes, the spin accu-
mulation is zero everywhere, while the spin current
is constant across the whole thickness of the film,
“disappearing” at the surface.

Deep in the bulk of a thick film (d ≫ lsf), the spin
current ratio ȷ̄s/j is equal to θSH, but the spin ac-
cumulation near the surface is instead proportional
to θeff . The second term in (8) comes from the spin
backflow and depends on the same θeff . Whether the
spatial profile of the spin accumulation (6) and spin
current (8) are described by the same θeff can be
used to test the validity of the spin diffusion model.

Although the two boundary terms that depend
on σSSH and Gsl respectively affect the spin accu-
mulation differently, it is impossible to determine
exactly the role each plays. It is possible in some
cases to determine that one of them cannot ex-
plain the measured behavior alone. In the limit
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d ≫ lsf we have µy(d/2)/E = 2lsfθeff , where θeff ≈
(θSH − θSSH)(1+ gsl)

−1. With increasing disorder, ρ
increases while lsf decreases. If the spin-flip lifetime
τsf is proportional to the momentum relaxation time
τ , which is expected for both impurity and phonon
scattering [31] and should hold in our Anderson dis-
order model, then lsf is proportional to τ . If the
bulk spin-Hall effect is intrinsic (that is, σSH is in-
dependent of disorder), then θSHlsf ∼ const, and the
dependence of µy(z/2)/E on disorder depends on
(1 + gsl)

−1 and the surface spin-Hall angle θSSH. If
the spin-Hall effect comes from skew scattering on
disorder (both in the bulk and at the surface), then
θeff ∼ const, and µy(d/2)/E ∝ τ . On the other
hand, for a thin film (d ≪ lsf) with small spin mem-
ory loss (gsl ≤ 1) the spin accumulation at the sur-
face µy(d/2)/E ≈ (θSH−θSSH)d does not depend on
gsl.

III. COMPUTATIONAL APPROACH

The Pt film is oriented so that its free surfaces
are normal to the [001] direction, the bias is applied
across the [110] direction, and the sample is periodic
in the remaining [110] direction of the face-centered
cubic (fcc) lattice. In this geometry, it is more con-
venient to view the fcc lattice as an equivalent body-
centered tetragonal (bct) lattice in which the c axis
along [001] is unchanged and the fcc [110] and [110]
directions become bct [100] and [010], respectively,

with c/a =
√
2. We consider the active (scattering)

region with dimensions of 100× 300× 2 monolayers
(ML) in these three directions (50×150×1 bct unit
cells or 19.4 × 41.6 × 0.52 nm). The small width of
the film in the third direction is restricted by com-
putational limitations. In the [001] direction, peri-
odically repeated copies of the film are separated by
4 ML of empty spheres, which represent vacuum.
Disorder is treated within the Anderson model by

applying a random potential to each of the 15600
distinct atomic sites explicitly treated in the sys-
tem. At each site, the disorder potential Vi is ran-
domly chosen from a uniform distribution bounded
by |Vi| < Vm. All calculations in the paper are aver-
aged over multiple independent realizations of this
disorder potential.
The active region is embedded between semi-

infinite leads which represent the continuation of the
same Pt film without disorder. Our goal is to study
diffusive transport, which sets in within a couple of
mean-free paths away from the embedding planes
where the disordered active region is connected to
ideal leads. Therefore, physical quantities, such
as spin and orbital accumulations and spin-orbital
torques, are accumulated only over the 180 ML in

the center of the active region. This excludes 60 ML
(8.3 nm) adjacent to each lead. Thus, the results re-
flect diffusive transport properties of the film in the
Ohmic limit as long as the mean-free path λ does
not exceed a few nanometers.

Using the NEGF approach [17, 22–25], we com-
pute the linear responses to the bias voltage drop
V between the left and right reservoirs: ti =
e−1dTi/dV , where Ti is the spin-orbital torque on
site i or another local observable such as the spin
accumulation. We need to convert these results to
the linear response τ i = dTi/dE to the electric field
E inside an extended sample, such as the torquance.
To find the electric field in the bulk-like central re-
gion of the device, we include a correction for the
potential drop in the contacts. This is done by writ-
ing E = V/Leff with Leff = R(dR/dL)−1 where
R = 1/GLB is the Landauer-Büttiker resistance and
L the length of the active region. We then obtain
τ i = eLeffti, which applies to any local observable.
The derivative dR/dL is obtained from the calcula-
tions of the Landauer-Büttiker conductance GLB as
a function of L.

To investigate the generality of our results, we
consider model materials accessed by artificially
varying the Fermi level and by varying the disorder.
Varying the Fermi level illustrates how different fea-
tures of the band structure affect the results. To de-
termine the role of disorder, we vary Vm, the bounds
on the values of the disorder potentials, through the
values 0.544 eV, 0.816 eV, 1.088 eV, and 1.361 eV,
which are 40 mRy, 60 mRy, 80 mRy, and 100 mRy
respectively, where the Rydberg unit of energy is
1 Ry=13.606 eV. For clarity, in the rest of the paper,
we refer to these values of disorder in these atomic
units. Figure 1 shows the energy and disorder de-
pendence of λ obtained using separate calculations
of the conductivity and the mean-squared Fermi ve-
locities, assuming constant relaxation time [32, 33].
From Table I, we see that λ is consistent with the
requirement of being less than 8.3 nm as long as
the Fermi energy does not go more than about 1
eV above the true Fermi level. This is where the 5d
character of the bands fades away, and the scattering
cross-section is suppressed by the large bandwidth
of the s electrons. The mean free path λ is also
fairly large at EF ≈ −3.5 eV, especially at Vm = 40
mRy. As expected, λ decreases with increasing dis-
order strength, i.e. increasing Vm. The short mean
free paths are consistent with the calculations being
done in the large disorder limit, in which the intrin-
sic spin Hall effect is expected to dominate over the
extrinsic spin Hall effect.

In the steady state, the divergence of the spin
current is balanced by the total torque acting on
the spin, which includes contributions from the ex-
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FIG. 1. Mean-free path λ in Pt, as a function of the
hypothetical Fermi level shift relative to the true Fermi
level, at different disorder strengths.

change torque and the spin-orbital torque [21, 34].
Note that the term spin-orbital torque refers to the
torque on the spin density from the orbital moments
through spin-orbit coupling. This usage is in con-
trast to the term spin-orbit torque that refers to the
torque on the magnetization. In density functional
theory, these torques are obtained by commuting the
spin density operator with operators representing
the spin-orbit coupling and the exchange-correlation
field, respectively. The exchange torque vanishes
in a nonmagnetic metal, and hence the divergence
of the spin current is balanced by the spin-orbital
torque alone. Within the rigid-spin approximation
[35] the spin-orbital torque TSO

i is a site-resolved
quantity, and we can work with a discretized spin
current Is such that

TSO
i +∇iIs = 0 (9)

where the discrete divergence∇iIs gives the influx of
spin current into site i. Here the spin current flows in
the z direction, perpendicular to the film plane, and
its vector character refers to its spin polarization. If
the spin current flowing between layers 0 and 1 is
known to be zero (for example, if 0 is in vacuum),
then we can find the spin current flowing between
layers i and i+ 1 by summing over the torques

Ii,i+1 =
∑
j≤i

TSO
j . (10)

Deep in the bulk (i.e., a few spin-diffusion lengths
away from any interfaces) the spin current should
correspond to the bulk spin-Hall conductivity σSH

of the material.
The total spin-orbital torque acting on the spin

density of the entire film deviates from zero for a
particular disorder sample of a finite supercell, re-
flecting a small imbalance between the spin current
flowing into the active region from one lead and out

into the other. In other words, the net steady state
transfer of angular momentum between the lattice
and the spin current does not cancel as it would
for complete disorder averaging. The small residual
total torque is averaged over the volume and sub-
tracted from tSO

jy . This ensures that the spin current
Ii,i+1 has the periodicity of the supercell.

In the NEGF formalism, the local quantities gen-
erally include Fermi-surface and Fermi-sea contribu-
tions [17]. In the case of a Pt film, the Fermi-sea
contribution to the spin density is forbidden by time-
reversal symmetry, but it is allowed for the spin cur-
rent. Our estimates described in Appendix A sug-
gest that this contribution amounts to less than 10 %
of the Fermi-surface contribution. In the following,
therefore, we neglect the Fermi-sea term.

IV. TRANSVERSE SPIN DIFFUSION

A. Spin accumulation

In the rest of the paper, we calculate transport
properties of Pt slabs at two energies, the nomi-
nal Fermi energy EF and an artificial Fermi energy
shifted to E′ = EF−2.72 eV (0.2 Ry). Calculations
at this second energy allow some insight into the
generality of the results.

Figures 2(a) and (b) show the spin accumulation
profile µy(z)/E in the Pt film calculated for sev-
eral disorder strengths. Panel (a) corresponds to the
physical Fermi level, and panel (b) to the artificially
shifted Fermi level E′. The data was fit to Eq. (6)

with the parameters θ
(µ)
eff and lTsf listed in Table I,

which also includes bulk resistivities calculated sep-
arately using 16 × 2 ML supercells where the 2-ML
width matches the supercells used in the film calcu-
lations. Details of the fitting procedure are given in
Appendix C.

At E = EF the fitted transverse spin-diffusion
length lTsf is essentially independent of the resistiv-
ity, but at E = E′ it is roughly proportional to the
conductivity. As mentioned above, lTsfρ is approxi-
mately constant as is expected for the Elliott-Yafet
mechanism. In contrast, lTsf being approxiately con-
stant at E = EF is unusual. This behavior of the
spin-diffusion length is typical of the Dyakonov-Perel
spin relaxation mechanism, which could be domi-
nant near the surface where the inversion symmetry
is broken.

Further, we see that lTsf differs from the longitudi-
nal spin-diffusion length lLsf characterizing the decay
length of spin current created by mechanisms un-
related to the spin-Hall effect, as described in Ap-
pendix B. At E = EF , the difference is more than a
factor of 5 at Vm = 40 mRy, but it decreases with in-
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FIG. 2. Spin accumulation profile µy(z)/E in a 100-ML
film of Pt with Anderson disorder strengths shown in the
legends, calculated at (a) the physical Fermi level, or (b)
with the Fermi level shifted to−2.72 eV. Only part of the
film is shown in panel (a). Solid lines are fits to Eq. (6).
The red line marked S15 in panel (a) corresponds to the
calculation with spin-orbit coupling turned off in 15 ML
of Pt near each interface. The dashed red line is shifted
to the left by 15 ML.

creasing Vm as lLsf declines and approaches the nearly
constant value of lTsf . At E = E′ both lLsf and lTsf de-
cline with increasing disorder, while the lLsf/l

T
sf ratio

declines from about 4 to 2.4 as ρ is increased from
4.5 µΩcm to 28 µΩcm.

The large difference between lLsf and lTsf can be un-
derstood by noting that longitudinal conductivity is
dominated by electrons with large group velocities,
and spin-Hall conductivity is dominated by those
with large anomalous velocities. The former elec-
trons have a smaller spin-flip scattering cross-section
on impurities compared to the latter, and hence the
corresponding spin-diffusion length is longer. The
results in Table I also show that lTsf in all cases is
approximately equal to or even less than the mean-
free path. This behavior is consistent with the fact
that the intrinsic spin-Hall conductivity tends to be
dominated by Berry curvature “hot spots” in the
Brillouin zone where spin-orbit coupling is compa-
rable to the separation between the energy levels.
It is natural to expect that scattering in and out of
such hot spots has a high probability of spin flips
[36], leading to lTsf ≈ λ. This feature, which may

be generic for intrinsic spin-Hall transport, suggests
that the widely used spin-diffusion model, which for-
mally requires lTsf ≫ λ, may be inapplicable to this
regime.

To gain insight in the role of interfacial scatter-
ing, we repeated the calculation at E = EF with
Vm = 80 mRy with spin-orbit coupling turned off in
15 ML of Pt next to each surface of the film. The
resulting spin accumulation is shown in Fig. 2(a).
Since spin-orbit coupling plays an essential role in
both boundary condition terms in Eq. (4), both Gsl

and σSSH become zero. The non-trivial boundary
conditions are then located at layer 15 at the discon-
tinuity in the electronic structure due to the turn-
ing off of the spin-orbit coupling. We discuss these
boundary conditions at the end of Sec. IVB. We note
that when shifted by 15 ML toward the surface (red
dashed line), the spin accumulation profile is quite
close to its counterpart for the unmodified system.
This similarity suggests that the spin accumulation
profile is not particularly sensitive to the details of
the electronic structure and disorder-induced scat-
tering near the free surface.

B. Spin current

Figure 3(a) shows the local conductivity σi,i+1 in
the 100 ML Pt film at E = EF and Fig. 3(b) at
E = EF − 2.72 eV. We see that this quantity is ap-
proximately constant in the bulk at E = EF , which
is consistent with Fig. 2(a) showing that the thick-
ness of the film is large compared with the transverse
spin-diffusion length. On the other hand, finite cur-
vature in the middle of Fig. 3(b), which is especially
clear at Vm = 40 mRy, is consistent with a longer
transverse spin-diffusion length apparent in Fig. 2(b)
at that energy.

We repeat the calculation of spin accumulation
and spin currents in a wide range of energies, but
with a smaller number of disorder samples. The re-
sults are too noisy to meaningfully extract a decay
constant near the surface, but sufficient to compute
the average of the local spin conductivity σi,i+1 over
the central region (41 ≤ i ≤ 60) of the film, shown in
Fig. 4 for several values of disorder strength Vm. We
denote this spin conductivity as σc. Within the spin-
diffusion model, σc = σSH + σBF(z) where σBF(z) is
the backflow conductivity corresponding to the sec-
ond term in (1) and (8). For energies below the
physical Fermi energy, σBF(0) is only significant at
energies between −3.5 eV and −2 eV with Vm = 40
mRy; subtracting it from σc reduces the “bump” at
those energies but does not eliminate it.

At energies more than 1 eV above the physical
Fermi energy, Eq. (1) formally gives a very large
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E Vm (mRy) ρ (µΩcm) λ (nm) lLsf (nm) lTsf (nm) ρlLsf (fΩm2) θ
(µ)
eff σSH θSH θ

(j)
eff

EF 40 15.8 3.0 7.7 1.35 1.17 0.076 5.24 0.082 0.010
EF 60 30.4 1.6 3.3 1.47 1.03 0.048 4.28 0.130 0.048
EF 80 43.1 1.1 2.0 1.26 0.84 0.038 3.68 0.159 0.079
EF 80 (S15) 1.31 0.046 3.90 0.168 0.078
E′ 40 4.50 10.2 32.2 7.0 1.27 −0.029 −3.11 −0.014 −0.028
E′ 60 10.3 4.4 14.1 3.3 1.47 −0.033 −2.32 −0.024 −0.020
E′ 80 18.3 2.5 7.1 2.3 1.34 −0.026 −2.56 −0.047 −0.026
E′ 100 28.2 1.6 4.3 1.8 1.20 −0.018 −2.13 −0.060 −0.031

TABLE I. Parameters of the spin accumulation profile and the spin current in the 100-ML Pt film (1 ML = 0.196 nm).

θ
(µ)
eff and lTsf are obtained by fitting µy(z) to Eq. (6). With that lTsf fixed, θSH and θ

(j)
eff are then obtained by fitting

the spin current to Eq. (8). The row marked S15 corresponds to the fictitious system with spin-orbit coupling turned
off in 15 ML near each surface. The units for σSH = σθSH are 105 Ω−1 m−1. Details of the determination of the
longitudinal spin-diffusion length are given in Appendix B and details of the fitting procedure for other parameters
are given in Appendix C.

FIG. 3. Spin current in the Pt film expressed as shown
in Eq. (12) in units of 105 h̄

2e
Ω−1 m−1. The calculated

intrinsic spin-Hall conductivity of Pt reported in the lit-
erature is close to 4×105 h̄

2e
Ω−1 m−1. The smooth lines

are fits to Eq. (8) where lTsf is taken from the spin accu-
mulation fits. (a) At E = EF . (b) At E

′ = EF −2.72 eV.

negative σBF(0) which is much larger than σc shown
in Fig. 3. However, we know from Fig. 1 that the
mean-free path exceeds the thickness of the film and
even the length of the embedded supercell region
in that energy range, and hence the results are not
indicative of diffusive transport. Even if the length
of the supercell were longer than the mean-free path,
there is no basis for using the spin diffusion equation

FIG. 4. Spin conductivity σc = (2e/h̄)js(0)/E in the
middle of the 100-ML Pt film as a function of the Fermi
level for several disorder strengths Vm.

(1) when the mean-free path exceeds the thickness
of the film. Therefore, we assume that large σBF

formally obtained at these energies are nonphysical.
This is consistent with the physical expectation that
the spin-Hall conductivity should rapidly decline as
the Fermi level exits the 5d bands. Therefore, for
simplicity we do not subtract σBF from σc in Fig. 4
and treat σc as a good representation of the spin-Hall
conductivity, with the exception of Vm = 40 mRy in
the energy interval where that curve deviates from
others for larger Vm.

As we see from Fig. 4, the entire σSH(E) curve
depends weakly on disorder strength in the chosen
range of disorder strengths. With the exception of
the energies 2 eV to 4 eV below the Fermi level at the
low disorder level Vm = 40 mRy, the magnitude and
shape of the curve agree very well with the intrin-
sic contribution calculated using the Kubo formula
[26, 28]. The exception mentioned above is only par-
tially accounted for by spin backflow, and there may
be a positive extrinsic contribution at those ener-
gies at Vm = 40 mRy. The sharp peak at the Fermi
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level is only slightly broadened and shifted by disor-
der while its height remains approximately constant.
The small shift is likely due to our neglect of the
Fermi level shift induced by disorder. This behavior
indicates that the spin-Hall current in our diffusive
system is dominated by the intrinsic contribution to
the spin-Hall conductivity.

For two energy points corresponding to EF and
E′, the bulk and effective spin-Hall angles θSH and

θ
(j)
eff are obtained by fitting the spin current to Eq. (8)
with the lTsf parameter taken from the fit of the spin
accumulation. These parameters, along with the
corresponding σSH, are listed in Table I.

At E = EF , we see that the “true” spin-Hall an-
gle θSH and the effective spin-Hall angles obtained

from the spin accumulation (θ
(µ)
eff ) and spin cur-

rent (θ
(j)
eff ) are all different. Moreover, while θSH

and θ
(j)
eff increase with increasing disorder, θ

(µ)
eff de-

creases. These differences indicate that the spin-
diffusion model is not valid in Pt at E = EF . The

situation is different at E = E′ where θ
(µ)
eff and θ

(j)
eff

are closer to each other but significantly different

from θSH. The relationship, θ
(j)
eff = θ

(µ)
eff ̸= θSH, is

captured by the spin-diffusion model, as seen from
Eq. (7) and discussed in Sec. II.

Since the data at E = E′ are not grossly incon-
sistent with the spin-diffusion model, we can ask if
we can learn anything about the appropriate bound-
ary conditions. The dependence of θeff in Eq. (7) on
both θSSH and gsl makes it impossible to determine
their values separately. However, it is clear that the
boundary condition from magnetoelectronic circuit
theory [10], i.e., the term with Gsl in Eq. (4), is not
sufficient by itself without σSSH. For example, at

Vm = 40 mRy we find |θ(j)eff | ≈ |θ(µ)eff | > |θSH|, which
at σSSH = 0 would require a negative gsl ≈ −0.5. On
the other hand, at Vm = 80 mRy the relation is re-
versed, and we would have gsl ≈ 0.8. Theoretically,
Gsl should be between zero and twice the Sharvin
conductance and independent of the details of the
bulk transport. These results suggest that the term
with σSSH in the boundary condition is essential in
this case.

The importance of σSSH is further borne out by
the S15 results with the spin-orbit coupling turned
off in the fifteen layers near the surfaces. In that
calculation, there is no intrinsic spin Hall current
in those fifteen layers because that spin current re-
quires spin-orbit coupling. Further, there is no net
diffusive spin current because the spin current must
be zero at the outer interface and there is no spin re-
laxation without spin-orbit coupling. From the sim-
ilarity in the full results and the results of the S15
calculation shifted by fifteen layers, it appears that
the boundary conditions in Eq. (4) depend more on

the discontinuity in the spin-orbit coupling than on
the existence of a surface per se. In both cases, at
the point where the intrinsic spin Hall conductivity
changes from the bulk Pt value to zero, very similar
spin accumulation profiles are created and diffuse
similarly away. At both interfaces, the difference
between the bulk spin Hall conductivity σSH, which
characterizes the flow of angular momentum toward
the interface, and the value of the surface spin Hall
conductivity σSSH, which captures the flow of spin
angular momentum into the lattice at the interface,
gives the rate of spin accumulation. It appears that
differences in these two values lead to extrinsic spin
accumulation and diffusion whether the change in
the electronic structure is substantial as at the sur-
face or is relatively minor like where the spin-orbit
coupling is turned off in the S15 calculation. One
conclusion that can be drawn from the behavior of
the spin accumulations and spin current in the S15
system is that the inverse spin-galvanic effect at the
surface is not significant in this system.

C. Discussion

Nair et al. [14] reported similar calculations for
the spin current in a Pt film but came to different
conclusions. By taking into account the surface spin
Hall effect and positing that the bulk spin Hall effect
is reduced near the surface due to Fuchs-Sondheimer
effects, they find that the spin current, calculated
with lattice disorder representing frozen phonons at
room temperature, can be fit using the spin-diffusion
model with a transverse spin-diffusion length equal
to the longitudinal spin-diffusion length. We find
that our results are not consistent with the spin-
diffusion model if the spin accumulation is included
in the analysis.

Although all of our results are consistent with an
exponential decay away from the surface of both the
spin accumulation and the deviations in the spin
current from the value far from the surface, we find
this decay constant is different than the longitudinal
spin-diffusion length. Furthermore, the amplitudes
we find for the spin accumulation and the excess spin
current are not consistent with Eq. (1) and Eq. (2).
For some disorder values, the spin current is larger
than would be given by the diffusion of the spin den-
sity, and for other values it is smaller. These discrep-
ancies may not hold for all cases, but they indicate
violations of the standard semiclassical description
of the spin-Hall effect in thin layers.

We note that Nair et al. [14] model thermal lattice
disorder by displacing atoms from their equilibrium
positions, which simulates phonon scattering char-
acteristic of room temperature in single-crystal Pt.
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We use the Anderson disorder model and consider
several stronger values of disorder leading to resistiv-
ities comparable to those in disordered thin Pt films
typically used in spin-orbit torque measurements [8].

Our results have implications for the interpreta-
tion of experimental measurements in terms of other
physical parameters. We expect that measurements
of spin-orbit torques as a function of the thickness
of the heavy-metal layer will show an exponential
dependence but caution against equating that de-
cay constant with the usual spin-diffusion length.
We note that the transverse spin-diffusion length
lTsf extracted here from the spin accumulation pro-
file is quite close to that found in the simulations
of the thickness dependence of dampinglike torque
in Co/Pt bilayers [37] but significantly smaller than
the usual longitudinal spin-diffusion length lLsf . It is
also clear, from both our results and those of Nair
et al. [14], that the boundary conditions for intrin-
sic spin currents differ from those for diffusive spin
currents as described by the magnetoelectronic cir-
cuit theory [10]. However, our calculations cannot
determine the correct boundary conditions, in part
because of the violation of the semiclassical trans-
port equations. In addition, the semiclassical sep-
aration of equations into bulklike regions connected
by boundary conditions only makes sense if the spin-
diffusion length is much larger than the microscopic
scales, such as the Fermi wavelength and the thick-
ness of the region where the electronic structure is
modified by the presence of the interface. The dis-
crepancies we find between the semiclassical descrip-
tion and our results indicate that such a separation
is not valid.

Stamm et al. [38] have measured the transverse
spin accumulation in Pt layers using the magneto-
optical Kerr effect. While the interpretation of their
measurement leads to spin Hall conductivities and
spin Hall angles consistent with what we find, they
find a transverse spin diffusion length that is much
longer than we find and is consistent with the lon-
gitudinal spin diffusion length. The measured spin
diffusion length is also a factor of two longer than
that found by Nair et al. [14]. The measured lon-
gitudinal decay length is much longer than the de-
cay length found in the Pt thickness dependence of
measurements of the spin-orbit torque. We would
expect that this decay length would be the same as
the transverse spin diffusion length. Converting our
surface spin accumulation to a spin density gives a
result that is roughly a factor of six smaller than
that extracted from the measurements of Stamm et
al. [38]. We have no explanation for these discrep-
ancies.

Most numerical calculations of the spin-Hall ef-
fect [26–28] are based on the Kubo formalism with

a constant broadening approximation. It is useful
to compare and contrast that approach with the
present one. Within the Kubo formalism, there is
a clear distinction between interband and intraband
contributions to the response for typically used val-
ues of the broadening parameter. Intraband contri-
butions are derived from the response of individual
eigenstates at the Fermi energy, whereas interband
contributions involve matrix elements between oc-
cupied and unoccupied states. For experimentally
relevant electron lifetimes in the Kubo formalism,
the spin Hall current is dominated by the intrin-
sic contribution. Our NEGF approach with explicit
disorder averaging includes intraband and interband
contributions on the same footing, but the results
appear to be dominated by non-equilibrium changes
in occupation of disordered states at the Fermi en-
ergy. We note that a Kubo approach which includes
vertex corrections also lacks a clear separation into
interband and intraband contributions, as the vertex
corrections contain interband contributions [39].

It is intriguing that within the statistical uncer-
tainty of our calculations, the calculated spin current
in the middle of the slab agrees with the value found
within the Kubo formalism for the intrinsic contri-
bution. A possible interpretation of the connection
between the two calculations is that the matrix ele-
ments in the intrinsic calculations are like suscepti-
bilities, which capture the extent to which the wave
function will change in the presence of disorder that
mixes bands and locally breaks inversion symmetry.

Within the Kubo formalism, Ref. [21] derives a
spin continuity equation, which relates the interband
spin current divergence and spin-orbital torque to
the time derivative of the intraband spin accumula-
tion. This analysis shows that the intrinsic quan-
tities do not satisfy a steady-state spin continuity
equation on their own, and there must be a conver-
sion between intrinsic and extrinsic “channels” in
the vicinity of interfaces and other inhomogeneities.
In fact, the intrinsic spin accumulation vanishes in
a non-magnetic system due to time-reversal sym-
metry, while mechanisms for generation of extrinsic
spin currents in the vicinity of an interface have been
discussed in the literature [40]. Without including
vertex corrections in lieu of an explicit treatment
of disorder, the Kubo formalism does not properly
describe the diffusion of intraband spin accumula-
tion [41], so that it does not quantitatively capture
the behavior found in our calculations. On the other
hand, in calculations with explicit disorder averaging
the spin current divergence is equal and opposite to
the spin-orbital torque as indicated by Eq. (9), and
we cannot distinguish between intrinsic spin currents
due to band structure effects and extrinsic spin cur-
rents due to the diffusion of accumulated spins.
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Interconversion between intrinsic and extrinsic
components near the interface is likely to result in an
additional length scale associated with intrinsic ef-
fects, which is not included in Eqs. (1) and (2). This
feature may present one of the mechanisms through
which the conventional spin diffusion model is vio-
lated.

V. ORBITAL ACCUMULATION

Recent work [27, 42] suggests that currents of or-
bital moments play an important role in spin-Hall
effects and angular momentum transfer from heavy
metals to the magnetizations of ferromagnets. Moti-
vated by this, we next consider orbital accumulation
present in this system.
To compare current-induced orbital and spin den-

sities in the same units, we define orbital accumu-

lation as µorb = Tr l̂ρ̂/eNs, where ρ̂ is the on-site
density matrix and l the angular momentum oper-
ator divided by h̄ [43]. Only the y component is
allowed by symmetry in the case at hand.
Figure 5 shows the orbital accumulation profiles in

a 100-ML Pt film calculated with or without spin-
orbit coupling. Panels (a) and (b) are for transport
at E = EF with Vm = 40 mRy or 80 mRy, respec-
tively, and panel (c) is for E = E′ with Vm = 40
mRy. Panel (b) also includes the orbital accumu-
lation for the system (S15) with spin-orbit coupling
turned off in the 15 layers closest to the surface. In
contrast with the spin accumulation profiles shown
in Fig. 2, the orbital accumulations are large only in
(at most) a few surface layers. Just a few monolay-
ers into the bulk of the film, the orbital accumulation
becomes more than an order of magnitude smaller.
Thus, orbital accumulation is largely a surface effect.
First, let us focus on the behavior of the relatively

small orbital accumulation a few monolayers away
from the surface. If spin-orbit coupling is included,
we observe a decaying smooth orbital accumulation
profile. However, this slowly decaying orbital ac-
cumulation is either absent or strongly suppressed
when spin-orbit coupling is turned off. This sug-
gests that in our system the phenomenology of spin
diffusion has no analog in the orbital sector due to
strong nonconservation of orbital momentum asso-
ciated with interatomic hopping and the presence of
short-range disorder. Indeed, because a scattering
event resulting in large momentum transfer is also
expected to scramble the orbital momentum, the
characteristic decay length for orbital accumulation
in a system with localized disorder should be simi-
lar to the mean-free path. On the other hand, the
small orbital accumulation observed only in the pres-
ence of spin-orbit coupling arises as a second-order

FIG. 5. Orbital accumulation profiles µorb(z)/E in a
100-ML Pt film with (a) Vm = 40 mRy at E = EF , (b)
Vm = 80 mRy at E = EF , and (c) Vm = 40 mRy at
E = E′ calculated with or without spin-orbit coupling
(SOC). Panel (b) includes the data for the S15 system
which has spin-orbit coupling turned off in 15 monolayers
of Pt near each surface. Insets show the same data on
smaller scales.

effect induced by the spin accumulation. This pic-
ture provides a plausible interpretation for the unex-
pectedly long length scales observed in recent exper-
iments on sputtered Ni81Fe19/W(Ti) and Ni/W(Ti)
films [44]. Our results also suggest that considera-
tion of disorder beyond the broadening approxima-
tion may be important for analyzing orbital trans-
port effects [27, 42, 44, 45].

The coupling between orbital moments and lattice
does not allow us to obtain the orbital Hall current
in the same way we compute the spin Hall current.
In general, spins are coupled to orbital moments
and any magnetization, which is zero in the non-
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magnetic system we consider here. Thus, the spin
current can be calculated from the coupling to the
orbital moments as in Eq. (10). On the other hand,
a similar procedure does not work for orbital cur-
rents because they not only couple to the spins, but
also couple strongly to the lattice through the crystal
field potential when they hop between sites. Com-
puting the orbital current then requires computing
the coupling to the lattice as well as the coupling to
the spins.
Strong coupling of orbital moments to the lattice

explains why we can deduce that orbital Hall cur-
rents do not play an important role in the boundary
conditions for the spin accumulation and spin cur-
rent. This deduction is based on turning spin-orbit
coupling off in the layers near the surface, see the S15
curves in Fig. 2, Fig. 3 and Fig. 5. Disregarding this
S15 calculation, one possible interpretation of our
results could be the following. An intrinsic orbital
Hall current leads to a large orbital Hall accumula-
tion near the surface. Although this accumulation
does not diffuse significantly away from the surface,
it could, through spin-orbit coupling, create the spin
accumulation and diffusive spin current we observe.
This conjecture requires a spatial overlap between
the orbital accumulation and spin-orbit coupling. In
the S15 calculation, the spin-orbit coupling is turned
off at the surface where there is substantial orbital
accumulation, so that orbital accumulation cannot
be playing a significant role in the boundary condi-
tions between the spin current and orbital accumu-
lation.
There is an increase in orbital accumulation near

layer 15 in the S15 calculation. We attribute this
peak to the discontinuity in the electronic struc-
ture due to abruptly turning off the spin-orbit cou-
pling as discussed in Sec. IVC. However, this peak
is smaller than the peak at the surface, which is sub-
stantially the same as it is in the presence of spin-
orbit coupling, suggesting that the surface orbital
accumulation is associated primarily with the effect
of the surface-modified potential rather than with
spin-orbit coupling.

VI. CONCLUSIONS

Our analysis of the spin accumulation and spin
current in a disordered Pt film suggests the follow-
ing conclusions. First, the results reveal significant
deviations from the predictions of the spin diffu-
sion theory, even with the modified boundary con-
dition appropriate for intrinsic spin current genera-
tion. The key indicator of these deviations is the dif-

ference in the effective spin-Hall angles θ
(µ)
eff and θ

(j)
eff

extracted, respectively, from the spin accumulation

and spin current profiles, and the different trends
exhibited by these quantities as a function of disor-
der strength (see Table I). We suggest the failure of
the spin-diffusion model in Pt is due to the effective
spin-diffusion length being too short and comparable
to the mean-free path.

Notably, the results for a hypothetical system ob-
tained by moving the Fermi level in Pt down by
2.72 eV are consistent with the spin-diffusion model
with a modified boundary condition (4) reflecting
the reabsorption of the spin current into the lat-
tice near the surface. Even here, however, the spin-
diffusion length for transverse transport is a few
times shorter than the conventional one for longitu-
dinal transport. This difference may be understood
by noting that the spin-Hall current is likely dom-
inated by low-velocity states near spin-orbit “hot
spots,” while longitudinal transport is dominated by
high-velocity states.

Orbital accumulation in the Pt film is strongly lo-
calized near the surfaces. Only in the presence of
spin-orbit coupling does it acquire a small compo-
nent penetrating deeper into the bulk, which may be
interpreted as a second-order effect induced by the
spin accumulation. This result is consistent with the
effective relaxation length for orbital accumulation
being on the order of the mean-free path in systems
with localized disorder.

Although the present paper is concerned with a
nonmagnetic Pt film, our results have implications
for the description of spin-orbit torques in bilayers.
Violation of the spin-diffusion equations in Pt should
carry over to any heterostructure that contains a Pt
layer. If the spin-diffusion equations are satisfied,
a distinction should generally be made between the
transverse and longitudinal spin-diffusion lengths lTsf
and lLsf . The characteristic length scale on which the
spin-orbit torque reaches its asymptotic limit as a
function of the heavy-metal thickness is expected
to be associated with lTsf , which is approximately
confirmed by the comparison of the spin-diffusion
lengths listed in Table I with those obtained from
the torque calculations [37]. Finally, the term with
σSSH in the boundary condition (4) is likely generic
for intrinsic spin current and also important at the
interface with a ferromagnet, in addition to the term
with Gsl which turns into a (complex) spin-mixing
conductance there [46]. Therefore, fitting of the ex-
perimental data for the spin-orbit torque to, say,
Eq. (10) can give incorrect, and possibly unphysi-
cal, results for the spin-mixing conductance if σSSH

is neglected.
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Appendix A: Fermi sea contribution to the spin
current

Here we estimate the Fermi-sea contribution to
the transverse spin current in a disordered Pt film.
We consider a 50-ML-thick film and use a 100 × 1
supercell, averaging over 25 disorder configurations
with Vm = 40 mRy or 80 mRy. A bias of 0.136 mV
is applied symmetrically as a linear potential across
the device. For each disorder configuration, the spin-
orbital torques at a positive and negative bias are
subtracted to obtain the bias derivative. This proce-
dure removes disorder-dependent equilibrium torque
and improves the convergence of the disorder aver-
ages. The Fermi-sea term involves integration over
the filled states, which is usually performed using
a semi-elliptical contour for equilibrium quantities
[25]. Here we shift the semi-ellipse by 1 mRy along
the imaginary axis and add vertical segments con-
necting its ends to the real axis. Legendre quadra-
ture with 101 points is used on the semi-ellipse, and
a uniform 10-point mesh on each vertical segment.
Figure 6 shows the Fermi-sea contribution to spin

current in the 50-ML Pt film at Vm = 40 mRy and
80 mRy. We see that this contribution is only about
2 × 104(h̄/2e) Ω−1 m−1 in the middle of the film,
which is less than 10 % of the Fermi-surface contri-
bution shown in Fig. 3.

Appendix B: Longitudinal spin-diffusion length

In order to determine the spin-diffusion lengths
for longitudinal transport, we calculate the spin-
conserving G↑↑ and spin-flip G↑↓ conductances for
a disordered Pt supercell embedded between semi-

FIG. 6. Fermi-sea contribution to spin current in a 50-
ML Pt film at Vm = 40 and 80 mRy at E = EF .

infinite ballistic Pt leads and fit the results to the
predictions of the magnetoelectronic circuit theory
[30, 46]. This fit is performed as follows. Within
the circuit theory, the properties of a nonmagnetic
layer are described by the conductances Gcc, Gss,
and Gm defined as [46] Gcc = 2(G↑↑ + G↑↓), Gss =
2(G↑↑ − G↑↓) and Gm = 4(G↑↓ + GR

↑↓), where GR
↑↓

is the conductance corresponding to spin-flip reflec-
tion from the given layer. These conductances are
defined with respect to voltages applied between fic-
titious nodes and are not directly comparable with
the Landauer-Büttiker (LB) calculations of the dis-
ordered layer embedded between ballistic leads.

First, because we are dealing with relatively thin
layers whose conductance is not very small compared
to the Sharvin conductance GSH, the conductances
need to be renormalized [47] as follows [30]: G̃−1

a =
G−1

a − G−1
SH, where Ga stands for Gcc, Gss + Gm,

or Gm/2. Note that Gss and Gm are renormalized
as a group but independent of Gcc. The thickness
dependence of the renormalized conductances in the
diffusive regime is known [46]:

G̃cc =
σA

d
, (B1)

G̃ss = G̃cc
δN

sinh δN
, (B2)

G̃m = G̃ccδN tanh
δN
2
, (B3)

where δN = d/lLsf . Because the relevant range of
thicknesses is up to a few spin-diffusion lengths,
renormalization is important if the parameter κN =
σA/(GSHl

L
sf) ∼ λ/lLsf is not small, where λ is the

mean-free path.
Second, because there can be substantial scatter-

ing at the embedding planes where the disordered Pt
supercell is attached to ballistic leads, we introduce
additional layers on both sides of the active region
to capture this scattering, which is described by un-
known renormalized conductances. As an approx-
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imation, they are described by the same equations
(B1)–(B3) parameterized by δint and κint. The con-
ductances of the diffusive region and of the two in-
terfacial layers on each side are concatenated as pre-
scribed by the circuit theory. “Undoing” the renor-
malization gives the conductances GLB

cc and GLB
ss for

the whole system which can be directly compared
with the results of first-principles LB calculations.

The LB resistance RLB = 1/GLB
cc of the whole

system is RLBGSH = 1+δN/κN +2δint/κint. Fitting
the calculated RLB(d) to a straight line fixes δint/κint

and lLsfκN . Then we fit log GLB
ss to the prediction of

the circuit theory, fixing the remaining parameters
lLsf and κint.

Unfortunately, the inclusion of renormalization
and fictitious interface regions does not significantly
improve the fits to the data at small thicknesses,
which is due to the violation of the assumptions of
the circuit theory as d becomes comparable to λ.
Therefore, we only include points with d > 6λ in
the fitted datasets, making sure that the values of
GLB
ss are reliably averaged over disorder. The result-

ing fits are shown in Fig. 7.

The fitted values of lLsf are listed in Table I. We see
that the disorder dependence of lLsf approximately
follows the expected Elliott-Yafet behavior that ρlLsf
is approximately constant at both EF and E′, al-
though at EF the decline of lLsf with increasing dis-
order is somewhat faster than ρ−1. The ρlLsf product
at EF of about 1 fΩm2 is notably larger than that
reported by Wesselink et al. [48] for a more realistic
frozen-phonon disorder model. The difference is not
unexpected because, in the Elliott-Yafet mechanism,
the spin-flip to spin-conserving scattering ratio de-
pends on the nature of the impurity.

Appendix C: Fitting to Semiclassical Models

In this appendix we show the fits used to deter-
mine the values given in Table I and used to draw our
quantitative conclusions. We use Eq. (6) to compare
the simulated spin density with the spin-diffusion
model

[∆(µ)]2 =
1

d− 2ϵ

d/2−ϵ∫
−d/2+ϵ

dz

(
µy(z)

2Elsf
− θ

(µ)
eff

sinh z/lsf
cosh d/lsf

)2

, (C1)

and Eq. (8) to compare the simulated spin current
with the spin-diffusion model

[∆(j)]2 =
1

d− 2ϵ

d/2−ϵ∫
−d/2+ϵ

dz

(
ȷ̄s(z)

j
− θSH + θ

(j)
eff

cosh z/lsf
cosh d/lsf

)2

, (C2)

where j = σE = E/ρ is the longitudinal current
and ϵ represents the points near the surface that

are omitted from the fits. Generally, lsf , θSH, θ
(µ)
eff ,

and θ
(j)
eff are treated as fitting parameters, but in

some cases, they are frozen at values fixed by other
fits. We find that as long as the two layers closest
to the surface are omitted from the fit, the fits are
insensitive to exactly how many are omitted.

Fig. 8 shows the fits to the spin accumulation data
shown in Fig. 2(a) fit using Eq. (C1). The two fitting
parameters are the transverse spin-diffusion length
lTeff and the amplitude of the exponential spin accu-

mulation near the interfaces, θ
(µ)
eff . The fits tightly

constrain the spin-diffusion length and more weakly
constrain the amplitude. Also indicated on the plot
are the longitudinal spin-diffusion lengths discussed
in Appendix B. These values are clearly inconsistent
with the fits to the interfacial spin accumulation.

Also indicated on the panels are the mean free
paths as found from Fig. 1. The semiclassical model
for spin diffusion is based on the approximation that
the spin-diffusion length is long compared to the
mean free path. The closeness of the transverse spin-
diffusion lengths and the mean free paths and the
differences between the longitudinal and transverse
spin-diffusion length indicate that the spin-diffusion
model might not be appropriate for the system. We
give further evidence below.

Figure 9 gives the fits to the spin Hall conductiv-
ity shown in Fig. 3(a) using Eq. (8) as a function of
the bulk spin Hall conductivity σSH. The fits were
done two ways. The solid lines give the fits where
the transverse spin-diffusion length lTeff and the am-

plitudes of the exponential variations θ
(j)
eff were both

optimized as a function of the bulk spin Hall con-
ductivity. The dotted curves give the fits in which
the transverse spin-diffusion length is fixed to the
optimal value found from the fits in Fig. 8. The first
set of fits becomes insensitive to the spin Hall con-
ductivity when its values become small because the
transverse spin-diffusion length diverges yielding a
position-independent value for the nominally inter-
facial contribution which then compensates for the
variation in the bulk spin Hall conductivity giving
a constant fit value. Those fits also continuously
lose sensitivity to the spin Hall conductivity when it
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FIG. 7. Fits of the calculated (a) reduced resistance GSH/Gcc and (b)the reduced spin conductance Gss/GSH as a
function of the layer thickness d in bulk Pt calculated at EF using the 16× 1 lateral supercell.

FIG. 8. Fitting error ∆(µ) for the spin accumulation, as a function of lsf and θeff at EF for three different values of
disorder. The dotted line indicate the mean free path for each value of disorder and the dashed lines indicate the
longitudinal spin-diffusion length as discussed in Appendix B. For 40 mRy disorder, the longitudinal spin-diffusion
length is off the scale.

becomes large because the interfacial contributions
overlap giving a roughly parabolic fitting curve that
only slowly varies as the bulk spin Hall conductivity
changes. Nevertheless, given the agreement between
the two fits where both are sensitive, we can con-
clude that the exponentially varying changes in both
the spin accumulation and the spin conductivity are
characterized by the same transverse spin-diffusion
length.

Figure 9 shows that the bulk spin Hall conduc-
tivity extracted from the fits is relatively insensitive
to the amount of disorder. Skew scattering contri-
butions to the spin Hall effect vary as the inverse
of the resistivity. Here, for the two large values of
disorder, the ratio between the optimum spin Hall
conductivities is only 1.16 even though the ratio of
the resistivities is 1.42. Also shown are the values of
the intrinsic bulk spin Hall conductivities found in
two independent calculations. The insensitivity to

disorder and the agreement between the optimal fit
values and the independently calculated values indi-
cate that in the interior of the films our calculations
capture the intrinsic spin Hall effect despite the dif-
ferences in the techniques used in the calculations.

While the transverse spin-diffusion lengths are the
same for both quantities, their amplitudes are not.
Fig. 10 shows the fits to the data in Fig. 2(a) and
Fig. 3(a) as a function of the amplitudes of the ex-
ponential variations near the interfaces. Both sets of
fits use fixed values of the transverse spin-diffusion
length and the fits of the spin current data were op-
timized over the bulk spin Hall conductivity. This
figure clearly shows that not only do the amplitudes
found from the spin accumulation and the spin Hall
conductivity not agree with each other, they have
opposite trends as a function of disorder. These re-
sults indicate a clear breakdown of the ability of the
spin-diffusion model described in Sec. II to explain
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FIG. 9. The fitting error for the spin current ∆(j), see
Eq. (C2), as a function of the bulk spin Hall conduc-
tivity at EF for three different values of disorder. The
solid curves are optimized over both lsf and θeff and the
dotted curves over θeff with lsf set to the optimum value
found from the fits to the spin accumulations as in Fig. 8
reported in Table I. The purple and red lines give the
calculated values for the intrinsic spin Hall conductivity
from Ref. [26] and Ref. [28] respectively.

FIG. 10. Fitting error for the spin current ∆(j) (solid

lines) and spin accumulation ∆(µ)(dashed lines), as a
function of θeff at EF for three different values of disor-
der. All calculations done at fixed spin-diffusion length
as reported in Table I. The fits for the spin currernt were
optimized over the bulk spin Hall conductivity.

our calculated results.

Similar results hold for the fits done at E′ except
that, because the spin-diffusion lengths are longer, it
is more difficult to fit the spin current data meaning-
fully if both the spin-diffusion length and the bulk
spin Hall conductivity are simultaneously used as
fitting parameters.
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